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Watch And Record Internet Tv & Radio With Christv Online! 3.00

Chris P.C. today announces its release of ChrisTV Online! version 3.00, a modern viewer and recorder of
Internet TV and Radio channels with a large and up-to-date streams database. The channels are grouped in
categories like News, Music, Sports...

Aug. 24, 2008 - PRLog -- WATCH AND RECORD INTERNET TV & RADIO with CHRISTV
ONLINE! 3.00

Chris P.C. today announces its release of ChrisTV Online! version 3.00, a modern viewer and recorder of
Internet TV and Radio channels with a large and up-to-date streams database.

Most computer users have broadband Internet connection and also love their favorite TV or Radio
programs. More and more of these favorite programs are broadcasted and available on Internet, therefore
can be accessed with a program like ChrisTV Online! by a simple search and play from its list of channels.

ChrisTV Online! comes along with a large collection (3760 distinct streams) of Internet TV channels (more
than 1800), Radio channels (over 600), Video clips  (Video on demand), recordings, live webcams from
different location all around the world.  The channels are grouped in categories like News, Music, Sports,
Movies, Weather, Religion, Education, Shopping etc.  The ergonomic graphical user interface allows
filtering only those type of media streams you are interested: either online live TV channels or Radio
programs, or both, or only recorded programs, also you can filter only broadband streams or modem
streams. That makes life easy when looking for a specific type of stream.  Having a modern interface,
ChrisTV Online! gives the user the choice of selecting a specific view for the collection of streams: they
can be grouped either by language, country of origin, category, type or just a plain alphabetical list of all
streams.

Key features:
ChrisTV Online! plays the Internet TV & Radio streams you select from its channels database.
One outstanding feature of ChrisTV Online! is that it can record the channel selected by the user in a media
file in the specified folder.
Starting with version 3.00, you can manually add your own TV streams and enjoy the software
multilanguage interface: English, German, Dutch.
You can use groupings or filtering of the streams collection or use the search screen which opens by
pressing S key.

Price & subscriptions: 
ChrisTV Online! is shareware having a free trial period of 14 days with some limitations.
Becoming a registered user either purchasing a Basic Subscription (16 EUR/20 USD) or a Premium
Subscription (25 EUR/30 USD) gives you access to the full product, periodic updates to the software and
streams database (Basic Subscription 1 year updates, Premium Subscription LifeTime updates).

Product page: http://online.chris-tv.com
Download link http://online.chris-tv.com/download.html
Company website: http://www.chris-pc.com

# # #

Founded in 2003 by Cristian Ciplea, Chris P.C. developed high quality software for TV tuner watching,
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recording and tweaking. With ChrisTV Online!, Chris P.C. enlarged its area of expertise to Internet TV &
Broadcasting.

--- End ---

Source Chris P.C. srl
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Country Romania
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